MATH2200 S1 2009 CRAWLEY Course Outline

In some definitions of 'unit outline' the following items are included:
timetable
teaching staff
texts and recommended reading
material to be treated: see handbook entry.
These items are all treated at the School's entry page to the unit.

The main item required in a 'unit outline' is this supplement to the handbook entry on 'assessment'.

- 60% of the assessment is from the final exam, the exam being held in the Maths Computer Lab.
- During each Monday's lab class, from week 2 on, you will be marked on your efforts at Mathematica.
- 10% of the marks will be from calmaeth assessment.
- The remaining marks are associated with the Monday labs during semester.
  - There is a mid-semester test on Mon 04 May, worth 10%
  - 20% of the marks are from "Assignments" submitted at the end of (the other) Monday labs. For these Assignments, you are encouraged to work in pairs. Some of the fine details of the assessment are yet to be finalised. For example, last year, the grade was based on the best 9 of the 10 assessed labs held up to and including Teaching Week 12.
    No late submission of materials will be allowed.
    Students who have a valid reason for not attending a lab, with a letter of approval by the Faculty, will be allowed to substitute that lab's assessment by an increased percentage on the final exam.

This unit is shared with the School of Physics. Both Schools require entries on assessment at their web pages: Physics second_year/am.
In the event of any inconsistency, the entry on this page is the definitive one.

The following Faculty policies are applied:
calculators
plagiarism
examAppeals
scaling